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SOUTHAMPTON AND RESEARCH BASED 

LEARNING?

A founding member of the Russell Group of research leading 

universities.

A specific EPQ and IPQ admissions policy

Materials, talks and visits to support research based learning 

projects like the EPQ, IPQ, IBEE, IBCP and the Welsh Baccalaureate 

Individual Project (Skills Challenge Certificate)
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L3 RESEARCH BASED QUALIFICATIONS
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THE BENEFITS OF RESEARCH BASED 

LEARNING

Skills
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Transition
Performance
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TRANSFERABLE SKILLS
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EPQ STUDENT PROFILES 

George Barbett - BA Music, 3
rd

Year

The EPQ definitely influenced my writing style and skills – the length of the EPQ 

very much prepared me for the length of university essays. I also think knowing 

how to reference has been a big bonus. Whatever style of referencing you learn, 

even if it’s not the one you will use at university, it’s still really useful to have an 

overview of how and why you do it. 

Finally, I think it has helped me in being able to research well, in being able to 

find the right sorts of books and to extract the right kind of information from 

them.

Stephanie Kirk - BSc Accounting and Finance, 3
rd

Year

There were a number of different benefits from undertaking the EPQ. It helped 

with building my time management skills, I had to learn to set myself interim 

deadlines and this was a really good way of getting ahead of the game. Having the 

opportunity to explore a subject you were passionate about was also great, 

particularly as this was within the field of research that I hoped to study at 

university. I especially enjoyed the fact that there was no strict syllabus so I could 

explore what I wanted to look at, any way I chose to. 

Learning how to engage with academic material was also useful as I learned to 

read academic literature very quickly, which is so important for university. 

Learning how to do Harvard referencing as well – I never realised how important 

it was before!
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EPQ STUDENT PROFILES 

Janay Allen – BSc Criminology and Psychology, 2
nd

Year

I think the EPQ has prepared me really well. A Level essays were just one part of preparing 

me for university, the EPQ took me even further in helping me to develop a good style of 

university writing, knowing how to include citations and then provide a detailed 

referencing list.

Learning to critically evaluate academic material was really helpful as well as 

preparation for uni. I think it also gave me a sense of what I would feel at university – in 

that I was setting my own work based on something I actively enjoyed and had a real 

interest, which is very much like what we experience here. 

I also saw improvements in my public speaking, building confidence through the 

presentation that we had to give as part of the EPQ. 

Chay Clark – LLB Law, 2
nd

Year

The write up of the EPQ was especially helpful for preparing me, as it is indicative of the 

style of assignments you have. I also found referencing really useful, and researching; 

knowing how to research and getting to grips with the amount of reading you have to 

do.

I think the EPQ also improved my time management skills – balancing the EPQ with my 

other A Levels was very much like balancing the work load between university modules. 

The lack of guidaAnce in the EPQ was hard, but good in that it forced me to be 

independent which set me in really good stead for university; you have to be the one to 

drive your EPQ, just like your degree. 
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STUDENT SUCCESS
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STUDENT SUCCESS

First Year Performance (2013/14 – 2015/16)
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STUDENT SUCCESS

Degree Outcome (2013/14 – 2015/16)
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In general, universities welcome the Extended Project and would encourage you to 

undertake one as it will help you develop independent study and research skills 

and ease the transition from school/college to higher education

HOW DO UNIVERSITIES ENCOURAGE RBL?

Manchester

The EPQ gives A-level students excellent preparation for university-level study and may help boost their UCAS 

application. The University is also supportive of students undertaking other research projects or 

qualifications, such as: HPQs; Welsh Baccalaureates; international EPQs; and extended A-level essays. 

Southampton

On a majority of our courses applicants offering an EPQ will be made two offers – our typical offer based on 3 A 

levels, and an alternative where, in exchange for an A or A* in the EPQ we will reduce the A level requirements by 

one grade. 

Oxford

Where applicants have undertaken the Extended Project Qualification (EPQ), this will not be a condition of any offer 

but the University recognises that the EPQ will provide an applicant with the opportunity to develop research and 

academic skills relevant for study at Oxford. Candidates are encouraged to draw upon relevant EPQ experience 

when writing their personal statement.

Cambridge

We welcome the Extended Project and would encourage applicants to undertake one as it will help to develop 

independent study and research skills valuable for higher education. However, we recognise that not all students 

have equal access to them and so completion of an Extended Project won't normally be a requirement of any offer 

made.

Durham

The Extended Project does not form part of the entry requirements for undergraduate degree programmes at 

Durham University. Nonetheless a high predicted or actual grade in this award will be considered a positive 

attribute when selecting amongst applicants with similar levels of overall achievement.

Newcastle

We value the skills of research and independent learning that the Extended Project is designed to develop.

We welcome applications from students offering an Extended Project alongside A levels.

If you offer an Extended Project, it will be taken into account as part of your application profile.

UCL

Although the Extended Project Qualification does not form part of our standard entrance requirements, UCL 

continues to recognise its value as preparation for independent study, which is key to university-level study.

Leeds

In some cases admissions tutors may wish to make an alternative offer to applicants, one of which involves 

successful completion of the Extended Project (eg. AAA at A level or AAB plus the Extended Project). 
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We have recently introduced new admissions criteria for students 

undertaking one. From now on, all applicants (including those in the current 

2012-13 cycle) for our Humanities courses, and Human and Social Science

courses (excluding Maths) undertaking an EPQ will be made an alternative 

offer alongside our traditional offer. The alternative offer will be one grade 

reduced from our traditional offer in exchange for an A in the EPQ. For 

example, History, whose traditional offer is AAB will make an alternative offer 

of ABBa.

It is our hope that this will send out a clear message to students that we value 

the EPQ, and appreciate the hard work that goes into completing one. We also 

hope that this will serve to encourage more students to undertake the EPQ, 

reduce the number that drop out once university offers come in, and also 

result in more EPQ students applying to us. We have an increasingly 

compelling evidence base that students who did well at the EPQ settle in well 

to their undergraduate study at a research intensive university like ours, and 

so are keen to see more of them in our lecture theatres and seminar rooms.

University of Southampton, 2013

EPQ ALTERNATIVE OFFERS
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Business, Law 

& Art

Engineering & 

the 

Environment

Humanities

Social, Human 

& 

Mathematical 

Sciences

• BSc Accounting and Finance

• BSc Accounting and Finance 

with placement

• BSc Business Analytics

• BSc Business Entrepreneurship

• BSc Business History

• BSc Business Innovation

• BSc Business Management

• BSc Business Philosophy

• LLB Law

• LLB Law (accelerated)

• LLB Law (European Legal 

Studies)

• LLB Law (International Legal 

Studies)

• LLB (Maritime Law)

• LLB Law (Law with Psychology)

• BSc International Marketing

• BSc Marketing

• BEng/MEng Accoustical

Engineering

• BSc Acoustics with Music

• BEng Aeronautics and 

Astronautics

• MEng Aeronautics and 

Astronautics

• MEng Aeronautics and 

Astronautics/Astrodynamic

s

• MEng Aeronautics and 

Astronautics/Air Vehicle 

Systems Design 

• MEng Aeronautics and 

Astronautics/Computationa

l Engineering and Design

• MEng Aeronautics and 

Astronautics/Engineering 

Management

• MEng Aeronautics and 

Astronautics/Materials and 

Structures

• MEng Aeronatics and 

Austronautics/Semester 

• BSc Criminology

• BSc Criminology and 

Psychology

• BSc Social Policy and 

Criminology

• BSc Sociology and 

Criminology

• BSc Economics

• MEcon Economics

• BSc Accounting and 

Economics

• BSc Ecoomics and Actuarial 

Science

• BSc Economics and Finance

• BSc Economics and 

Management Sciences

• BSc Education

• BSc Education and Psychology

• BA Geography

• BSc Geography

• BSc Geography

• BSc Geography with Geology

• BSc Geography with 

Oceanography

• BA Archaeology

• BA Archaeology and 

Anthropology

• BA Archaeology and 

Geography

• BA Archaeology and History

• BSc Archaeology

• BA Archaeology with Year 

Abroad

• BA Archaeology and 

Anthropology with Year 

Abroad

• BA Archaeology and 

Geography with Year Abroad

• BA Archaeology and History 

with Year Abroad

• BSc Archaeology with Year 

Abroad

• BA English

• BA English and French

• BA English and German

• BA English and Spanish

• BA English and History

BA English and Music

EPQ ALTERNATIVE OFFERS
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SUPPORTING STUDENTS

1. Ensure students understand the 

assessment objectives and have passion for 

their research

2.  Allocate non-subject supervisors

3. Encourage supervisors to coach 

rather than teach  

4. Get plenty of free support!
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THE LEARN WITH US TRANSITION TEAM

Dr Becki Nash

Learn with US 

Transition Officer

Dr Rich Penny

Learn with US 

Transition Officer

Dr Emma Thompson

Learn with US 

Transition Leader
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THE LEARN WITH US TRANSITION 

PROGRAMME

Research skills 

programme

Research 

Skills 

Workshops

1:1 

Supervisory 

Sessions

Library Visits

MOOC: 

Developing 

Your 

Research 

Project

Online 

Guides

Support for 

Teachers
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SOURCES OF SUPPORT

Project 

Planning

Developing a 

research 

question

Finding 

Resources
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SOURCES OF SUPPORT

19

Methodology

Academic 

Reading

Referencing

Writing up

Presenting
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THE LEARN WITH US TRANSITION 

PROGRAMME

20
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THE LEARN WITH US TRANSITION 

PROGRAMME

21
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THE LEARN WITH US TRANSITION 

PROGRAMME
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FURTHER INFORMATION
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